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 Aspiring singer and songwriter, Kehlani has performed at The Bamboozle Festival and iHeartRadio Festival, and she made her
national television debut on The Late Late Show with James Corden. Award-winning rapper and producer, T-Pain, a.k.a.

Taiwan Jones, is back with his eighth studio album, Pain. The Oakland native and self-proclaimed king of the bay has been
releasing music since he was a teenager. In that time, he’s come a long way from those days of cranking up. Pain, his best album
to date, includes a little something for everyone. Pain is the product of an extremely diverse process of writing, production and

performing, the result of which is an album more accessible than most. His trademark skills remain, but they’re more
approachable. “A number of tracks will be heard on the radio within the next year,” says T-Pain. “It’s a little early to say where
this album is going, but I’m really excited about it.” Pain is a better reflection of his fanbase than his past works, a mix of deep,
heartfelt music and funny, shoutout-worthy lyrics. From “Forced to Be Single” to “Cry Me a River,” T-Pain has been at the top
of his game ever since he released his breakthrough single “Buy U a Drank (Shawty Say Shawty)” and “Bartender,” which both
topped Billboard’s Hot 100 chart. T-Pain takes a chance on “Loco” featuring . This offbeat song provides the perfect platform

for a R&B-infused beat and perfectly candid verses. The song’s nearly eight-minute length gives the track a unique feel, and it’s
one of the better songs on the album. It’s too bad that the whole album isn’t like this. Two songs offer a look into T-Pain’s
relationship with his wife, Tanisha. “I Got the Keys” and “Missing U” are both tender ballads. The former is built around a

sultry, R&B-sounding beat, with a slinky, sensual vibe. The latter has a bouncy, feel-good soul sound that is refreshingly free of
unnecessary elements 82157476af
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